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Second order noncommutative corrections to gravity
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In this work, we calculate the leading order corrections to general relativity formulated on a canonical
noncommutative spacetime. These corrections appear in the second order of the expansion in theta. First
order corrections can only appear in the gravity-matter interactions. Some implications are briefly
discussed.
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It is difficult to formulate general relativity on noncom-
mutative spaces, and there are thus different approaches in
the literature. In [1] for example a deformation of
Einstein’s gravity was studied using a construction based
on gauging the noncommutative SO(4,1) de Sitter group
and the Seiberg-Witten map with subsequent contraction to
ISO(3,1). Most recently constructions of a noncommuta-
tive gravitational theory [2,3] were proposed based on a
twisted Poincaré algebra [4,5]. The main problem in for-
mulating a theory of gravity on noncommutative manifolds
is that it is difficult to implement symmetries such as
general coordinate covariance and local Lorentz invariance
and to define derivatives which are torsion-free and satisfy
the metricity condition.

Another approach has been proposed based on true
physical symmetries [6,7] (see also[8]). In that approach
one restricts the noncommutative action to symmetries of
the noncommutative algebra

 �x̂�; x̂�� � i���; (1)

(see also [9] where this idea was applied to Lorentz sym-
metry). Obviously, the commutator (1) explicitly violates
general coordinate covariance since ��� is constant in all
reference frames. However, we can identify a subclass of
general coordinate transformations,

 x̂ �0 � x̂� � �̂��x̂�; (2)

which are compatible with the algebra given by (1). The
hat on the function �̂�x̂� indicates that it is in the enveloping
algebra. Under the change of coordinates (2) the commu-
tator (1) transforms as

 �x̂�0; x̂�0� � x̂�0x̂�0 � x̂�0x̂�0

� i��� � �x̂�; �̂�� � ��̂�; x̂�� �O��̂2�: (3)

Requiring that ��� remains constant yields the following
partial differential equations

 ���@̂��̂
��x̂� � ���@̂��̂

��x̂�: (4)

A nontrivial solution to this condition can be easily found

 �̂ ��x̂� � ���@̂�f̂�x̂�; (5)

where f̂�x̂� is an arbitrary field. This noncommutative
general coordinate transformation corresponds to the fol-
lowing transformation: �̂��x� � ���@�f̂�x�. The Jacobian
of this restricted coordinate transformations is equal to 1,
meaning that the volume element is invariant: d4x0 � d4x.
The version of general relativity based on volume-
preserving diffeomorphism is known as the unimodular
theory of gravitation [10]. Thus we came to the conclusion
that symmetries of canonical noncommutative spacetime
naturally lead to the noncommutative version of unimodu-
lar gravity. We obtain the noncommutative field-strength of
the SO(3,1) gauge symmetry

 R̂ ab � Rab � R
�1�
ab � R

�2�
ab �O��3�; (6)

with

 R�1�ab �
1
2�
cdfRac; Rbdg �

1
4�
cdf!c; �@d �Dd�Rabg: (7)

The noncommutative Riemann tensor is then given by

 R̂ ab�x̂� �
1
2R̂ab

cd�x̂��cd; (8)

and the leading order correction in �ab is found explicitly
to be
 

R̂�1�pqab �x� �
1
2�
cdRacijRbd

kldpqijkl

� 1
4�
cd!ij

c �@d �Dd�Rab
kld�1�pqijkl (9)

the coefficient d�1�pqijkl is defined by

 d�1�pqijkl � Tr�f�ij;�klg�
pq�; (10)

where the trace goes over the matrix indices of the SO(3,1)
generators �ij. The group-theoretic coefficients of Eq. (10)
are all vanishing by virtue of antisymmetry property of the
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SO(3,1) generators, �ij
T � ��ij and cyclic properties of

the trace [11]. This can be explicitly demonstrated for an
arbitrary representation for the generators, e.g. �ab �

i
4 �

��a; �b�
The new result of this work is the second order correc-

tion in �ab which is given by

 R�2�mnrs �
1

32
�ij�kl�2!i

ab@j!k
cd@lRrs

efd�2�mnabcdef

� 2Rik
ab!j

cd@lRrs
efd�2�mnabcdef

� 2@l@iRrs
ab!j

cd!k
efd�2�mnabcdef

� 2i!k
ab@l!i

cdRrsef!j
ghd�3�mnabcdefgh

� 4!k
ef@l�Rri

abRsj
cd�d�2�mnabcdef

� 4i@i!k
ab@j@lRrscdd

�4�mn
abcd

� i!i
ab@j!k

cdRrsef!l
ghd�5�mnabcdefgh

� iRik
ab!j

cdRrs
ef!l

ghd�5�mnabcdefgh

� 2i!k
abRri

cdRsj
ef!l

ghd�5�mnabcdefgh

� i!k
abRrscd!i

ef@j!l
ghd�6�mnabcdefgh

� i!k
abRrscdRil

ef!j
ghd�6�mnabcdefgh

� 2@i!k
ab@jRrscd!l

efd�2�mnabcdef

� 2@i�!k
abRrs

cd�@j!l
efd�7�mnabcdef

� 2@iRrk
ab!j

cdRsl
efd�2�mnabcdef

� 2i!i
abRrk

cd!j
efRsl

ghd�3�mnghabcdef

� 2Rrk
abRi

cd@jRsl
efd�2�mnefabcd

� Rrk
abRis

cdRjl
efd�2�mnefabcd

� 4i@iRrk
ab@jRsl

cdd�4�mnabcd

� 2!k
ab@l�!i

cd@jRrs
efd�2�mnabcdef

� i!k
ab!i

cd@jRrs
ef!l

ghd�5�mnabcdefgh

� i!k
ab@iRrs

cd!j
ef!l

ghd�5�mnabcdefgh

�!k
ab!i

cdRrsef!j
gh!l

pqd�8�mnabcdefghpq� (11)

using the result obtained for a generic noncommutative
gauge theory in [12] and where the coefficients d�i� are
defined by:

 d�2�mnabcdef � Tr�ff�ab;�cdg;�efg�
mn�; (12)

 d�3�mnabcdefgh � Tr�f�ab; f��cd;�ef�;�ghgg�
mn�; (13)

 d�4�mnabcd � Tr���ab;�cd��
mn�; (14)

 d�5�mnabcdefgh � Tr�f�f�ab;�cdg;�ef�;�ghg�
mn�; (15)

 d�6�mnabcdefgh � Tr�f��ab;�cd�; f�ef;�ghgg�
mn�; (16)

 d�7�mnabcdef � Tr����ab;�cd�;�ef��
mn�; (17)

 d�8�mnabcdefghpq � Tr�f��ab; f��cd;�ef�;�ghg�;�pqg�
mn�:

(18)

These coefficients are easily calculable using a specific
representation, e.g. spinorial representation, for the matri-
ces �ab and a computer algebra program such as
Mathematica with the routine TRACER [13]. The non-
commutative action is then given by

 S �
Z
d4x

1

2�2 R̂�x̂�

�
Z
d4x

1

2�2 �R�x� � R
�2��x�� �O��3�: (19)

This equation is an action for the noncommutative version
of the unimodular theory of gravitation. The unimodular
theory is known [10] to be classically equivalent to
Einstein’s general relativity with a cosmological constant
and it can be put in the form

 SNC �
�1

16	G

Z
d4x

�������
�g
p

R�g��� �O���; (20)

where R�g��� is the usual Ricci scalar and g is the deter-
minant of the metric. If we restrict ourselves to the trans-
formations (5), the determinant of the metric is always
equal to minus one, the term

�������
�g
p

in the action is thus
trivial. However, as mentioned previously, we recover full
general coordinate invariance in the limit ��� to zero and it
is thus important to write this term explicitly to study the
symmetries of the action. In order to obtain the equations
of motion corresponding to this action, we need to consider
variations of (20) that preserve g � detg�� � �1, i.e. not
all the components of g�� are independent. One thus
introduces a new variable ~g�� � g1=4g��, which has ex-
plicitly a determinant equal to one. The field equations are
then

 R�� � 1
4g
��R�O��� � 0: (21)

As done in e.g. [10] we can use the Bianchi identities for R
and find:

 R;� � 0; (22)

which can be integrated easily and gives R � �, where �
is an integration constant. It can then be shown that the
differential equations (21) imply

 R�� � 1
2g
��R��g�� �O��� � 0; (23)

i.e. Einstein’s equations of general relativity with a cos-
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mological constant � that appears as an integration con-
stant. Because any solution of Einstein’s equations with a
cosmological constant can, at least over any topologically
R4 open subset of spacetime, be written in a coordinate
system with g � �1, the physical content of unimodular
gravity is identical at the classical level to that of Einstein’s
gravity with some cosmological constant [10].

The form of the O��2� corrections in Eq. (11) suggests
that in the linearized approximation, gravity is not affected
by spacetime noncommutativity. Note also that in the full

gravity-matter action the dominant O��� will generally be
present in the matter Lagrangian, that in turn could affect
the solutions for the metric in this order. It would be very
interesting to study cosmological perturbations in the
above setting.
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